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Existence results for nonlinear singular second order two point boundary value 
problems of the form (l/p)(py’)‘=f(t, y)/$, 0~ t < b, y satisfies appropriate 
boundary conditions, are presented. The class of problems considered includes both 
the Thomas-Fermi and singular Emden-Fowler equations. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1927, L. H. Thomas and E. Fermi independently derived a boundary 
value problem for determining the electrical potential in an atom. Their 
analysis leads to the nonlinear singular second order equation 
y’l = t - 112 3/2 Y . 
The boundary conditions in investigating 
(i) the neutral atom with Bohr radius b are given by 
Y(O) = 1, by’(b) - y(b) = 0; 
(ii) the ionized atom are given by 
Y(O) = 1, y(b) = 0. 
This paper studies the existence of solutions to boundary value problems 
of the form 
; (fly’)’ +$, O<t<b 
y(0) = a, ry’(b) - ky(b) = h; r2+k2>0 
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where f: [0, b] x ‘33 + 93, p: [0, b] + [0, co), and II/: [0, b] + [IO, co) are 
continuous with p, $ > 0 on (0, b]. The above equation will include the 
Thomas-Fermi model [9] and the generalized Emden-Fowler equation 
[12]. There is a vast literature on the theory of singular boundary value 
problems with the most advanced results to date being [l-6, 8, lo]. The 
results of our paper improve and complement he existing theory found in 
the above references. We remark as well that many other boundary condi- 
tions could be considered (provided appropriate assumptions are made on 
$ and p); however, because of the similarity in arguments we choose not 
to discuss these extra conditions. 
To obtain the existence results we will use the nonlinear alternative of 
Leray-Schauder [7]. By a map being compact we mean it is continuous 
with relatively compact range. Let K be a convex subset of a normed linear 
space E, V is an open subset of K, and P and dV are the closure of V in 
K and the boundary of V in K, respectively. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let N: P + K be a compact map with q E V then either 
(i) N has a fixed point in P; or 
(ii) therei.sapointuE8VandArs(O,l)suchthatu=ilNu+(l-A)q. 
2. EXISTENCE PRINCIPLES 
We begin by considering the “Dirichlet” boundary value problem 
O<t<b 
~(0) = a, y(b) = c; b>O 
(2.1) 
where f: [0, b] x % + !R, p: [0, b] + [0, a), and II/: [0, b] + [0, co) are 
continuous and p, I(I > 0 on [0, b]. By a solution to (2.1) we mean a 
function y E C[O, b] n C2(0, b] which satisfies the differential equations on 
(0, b) and the above stated boundary conditions. Associated with (2.1) we 
have a family of problems 
O<t<b 
W), 
y(O) = a, Y(b) = c, 
where 0 < Iz < 1. C[O, b] is the Banach space of continuous functions u on 
[O,b] with norm llull,,=max{lu(t)l:O<t<b}. Also let C,[O,b]= 
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{u E C[O, b], u(0) = a and u(b) = c> and C&O, b] = {u E C[O, b], 
u(0) = u(b) = O}. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose f: [0, b] x ?I? + % is continuous and in addition 
assume 
pE C[O, b] n C’(0, b], tj E C[O, b] together with p(t) > 0 
and #(t) > 0 on (0, b] (2.3) 
I b ds b 1 -<Co b p(s) 0 Pb) and - - s I 0 p(u) $(s) ds d”< co. (2.4) ” 
Now suppose there is a constant J, independent of A, such that II yllo 6 J for 
each solution y to (2.2), f or each 3, E (0, 1). Then (2.1) has at least one 
solution in C[O, b] n C*(O, b]. 
Proof. Solving (2.2), is equivalent to finding a y E C[O, 61 which 
satisfies 
=tl-l,{u+tc-u~{~ob~}~‘~~~} 
+I.{~+t’-“)if*b~}-l~~~ 
r 1 - I-f b P(S) f(s, y(s)) ds du oP(u) u 1(/(s) 
b P(S) f(s, y(s)) 
+ lob j& 5, It/(S) dsdu{lob$}-’ I:%}- (*) 
Define the operator M: CBo[O, 6]+ C,,[O, b] by setting 
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Then (2.2), is equivalent o the fixed point problem y = (1 - L)q + l[My + q] 
=(l-~)q+lNywhereq=a+(c-a){S~(dslp(s))j~’S~(dslp(s)).NowM 
is continuous and also completely continuous by the Arzelu-Ascoli 
Theorem. To see this let J2 G CBOIO, b] be bounded. The boundedness of 
MQ is trivial and to see the equicontinuity on [0, 11, consider y E 52 and 
t, ZE [0, 11. Then 
so the equicontinuity of MQ follows from the above inequality and the 
continuity offon [0, b] E 93 and jp (&/p(s)), jp (l/p(u)) 1: (p(s)/$(s)) ds du 
on [0, b]. Thus M is completely continuous. 
Let I/= {UE C,[O, b]: IlullO<J+ l}, K= C,[O, b]. Then Theorem 1.1 
applies with q as defined above, but with this choice of V possibility (ii) is 
ruled out and we deduce that N has a fixed point, i.e., (2.1) has a solution 
YE C[O, 61. The fact that YE C*(O, b] follows immediately from (*) with 
1=1. 1 
Next we consider the “Sturm-Liouville” problem 
O<t<b 
(2.5) 
y(0) = a, ry’(b) - ky(b) = h; r>Oandr#kp(b)[:-$. 
Associated with (2.5) we have a family of problems 
$ (py’)’ = &$, O<t<b 
~(0) = 4 ry’(b) - ky(b) = h, 
where 0<1<1. 
(2.6)~ 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose f: [0, b] x % + % is continuous with conditions 
(2.3), (2.4) satisfied. Also suppose there is a constant J, independent of I, 
with 11 yI( 0 < J for each solution y to (2.6)n for each 1 E (0, 1). Then (2.5) has 
at least one solution in C[O, b] n C’(O, b]. 
Proof: Solving 
satisfies (here A = 
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(2.6), is equivalent to finding a ye C[O, b] which 
(r/p(b)-kS~(dslp(s))}-‘) 
+A ka+h-lk bL 
s I 0 P(U) 
b~(~)f(~, Y(S)) ds du 
u W) 
b 1 
+kA - 
I I 0 P(U) 
b P(S) f(s, Y(S)) ds du 
u It/(s) . 
Essentially the same reasoning as in Theorem 2.1 yields the result. 1 
It remains to obtain an existence theorem for the case when r = 
kP(b) job @/p(s)). c onsequently we now consider the two point boundary 
value problem 
$(py.). x&J, O<t<b 
yO=a,p(b)~ob~yf(b)-y(b)=~. 
Remark. Notice when p = 1, p(b) jt (ds/p(s)) y’(b) 
b’(b) - y(b). 
Associated with (2.7) we have a family of problems 
;(py’)‘-y=Aif+-y}, O<t<b 
y(0)=a,p(b)~ob~y’o-y(b)=~, 
where O<k 1. 
(2.7) 
y(b) = 
(2.8 )A 
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THEOREM 2.3. Suppose f: [0, b] x 9Z -+ ‘9 is continuous with condition 
(2.3) being satisfied. In addition assume 
.fi (WAS)) < ~0, st MsMs)) ds < ~0, and that 
(tp’( t)/p(t)) has a power series expansion about 0 with 
radius of convergence at least b. Let (tp’lp) = c,Y 0 ai tJ and 
assume 0 < a, < 1 (2.91 
(P.Y’)’ - PY = 0, 0 < t < k ~(0) = 0, p(b) j; (Wpb)) 
y’(b) - y(b) = 0 has only the trivial solution. (2.10) 
Also suppose there is a constant J, independent of 1, with 11 yll,, < J for each 
solution y to (2.8),f or each 1, E (0, 1). Then (2.7) has at least one solution in 
C[O, b] n C2(0, b]. 
Proof: From the theory of regular singular points let y, and yz be two 
linearly independent continuous solutions to (py’)’ - py = 0. Also assume 
~~(0) # 0 and let W(s) be the wronskian of y, and y, at s. Solving (2.8), 
is equivalent to finding a y E C[O, b] which satisfies 
y(t) = Ay,(t) + &2(t) 
+ai 
' [y,(t) Y2(S)-Y1(S) y2(t)l fh Y(s))-y(s) ds 
0 W(s) i W) I ' 
where B = [a - Ay1(0)]/y2(0) and C = p(b) ji Wds)) Y’Ab) - 
(Y~(O)/Y~(O)) p(b) j: WAS)) A@) - ydb) + (Y~(O)/Y~(O)) y2W with 
A=C-’ 
(;+pWj-ob${ -$$f 
b b,(b) YAS) -Y,(S) y,(b)1 
Remark. Note C # 0. To see this notice C = p(b) jt (ds/p(s)) 
CA(b) - (Y~(O)/YAO)) Hb)l - b,(b) - (Y,(~)/Y#)) ~,(b)l = p(b) 
j8 (dslp(s)) u’(b) - u(b) where u(x)= yl(x) - (Y~(O)/Y~(O)) y2(x). Now 
(pu’)‘-pu = 0, 0 < t <b with u(O) and if C= 0, p(b) fi (ds/p(s)) u’(b) - u(b) 
= 0. Consequently u = 0, i.e., yl(x) = (y,(O)/y,(O)) y2(x), a contradiction. 
Thus C#O. 
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Remark. Since pw’ + p’ W = 0 then p(t) W(t) = constant and so 
s; (WWS) be)) < co. 
Consequently solving (2.8)n is equivalent to finding a y E C[O, b] which 
satisfies 
+ 
s 
f [Yl(t) Y*(S) - Ylb) Y*(t)1 
0 W(s) i 
.m Y(S)) -y(s) & 
W) i I 
> 
where 4 = [a - 4 Y~(WY,(~L 4 = C-‘W - (ah(b)lyAb)) p(b) 
s8 (ds/p(s)) + ayAb)/yAO)), B, = Ca - A, y,(O)lMO), and 
A,=C (;+P(b)~ob~{ --$$/ 
+ 
s 
b [Y;(b) Y*(S) - Y,(S) Y;(b)1 f(h Y(S)) _ y(F) & 
0 W(s) i WI L I 1 
+ z+j b [Y,(b) Y*(S) -Y1(S) Y*(b)1 
0 W(s) 
x 
i 
f(h Jwy(s) ds 
Iclb) 1) 
Essentially the same argument as in Theorem 2.1 yields the result. 1 
Remark. If p- 1, then we may choose yr(t) =e’ and y2(t)=e-’ in 
Theorem 2.3. Also if p(t) = tj, O<j< 1, then we may choose yi(x)= 
xrZl(x), yz(x) =x’&&(x), I= (1 -j)/2 where Z, denotes the Bessel function 
of the first kind of order I and K, denotes the Bessel function of the second 
kind. Now (2.10) holds, for if y(x) = Ay,(x) + By,(x) then y(O) = 0 implies 
B=O. In addition (b/(1 -j)) y’(b) -y(b) =0 and the identity Z;(z) = 
Z,+ 1(z) + (r/z) Z,(z) yields A[b’Z,+ ,(b)] = 0 and so A = 0. 
3. EXISTENCE THEOREMS 
We will now use the existence principles of the previous section together 
with the notion of a priori bounds to obtain various existence theorems. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let f: [0, b] x 93 + '3 be continuous with conditions (2.3) 
and (2.4) being satisfied. In addition 
suppose there is a constant M > 0 such that yf (t, y) > 0 for 
~y~>MandforalZt~[O,b]. (3.1) 
Then (2.1) has at least one solution in C[O, b] n C*(O, b]. 
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ProoJ: To show this we will apply Theorem 2.1. Let y be a solution to 
(2.2),. We claim Ilyll,dmax{M, Ial, ICI} FM,. If lyl achieves a maximum 
at 0 or b then trivially II ylj, < M,. Suppose now that 1 yl achieves a 
positive maximum at t, E (0, b) with ( y(t,)l > M. Then y’(&) = 0 and 
y( to) y”( to) < 0. However the differential equation yields 
P(b) Y”(b) + P’(b) Y’(b) = J f(to, Y(b)) P(4l) $(b) 
and this together with (3.1) yields p(to) y”(t,,) y( to) = Il(y(t,) f(t,,, y(Q) 
p(tJ/$(t,,)) > 0, a contradiction. Thus 1 y(to)l GM and our claim is 
established. Existence of a solution to (2.1) follows immediately from 
Theorem 2.1. 1 
EXAMPLE. Consider the generalized Thomas-Fermi equation 
y” +; y’ = ctpyq, O<t<b 
(3.2) 
y(O)=u>O, y(b) = 0 
with Odj< 1, c>O, p> -2, and q> 1. Then (3.2) has a solution ye 
C[O, b] n C’(O, b] with y 2 0 on [0, b). 
To see this look at 
;(t’u.)‘=ct’v~yl”-l, O<t<b 
(3.3) 
y(0) = a > 0, y(b) = 0. 
Now with p(t)=tj, $(t)=trP, andf(t,y)=cylyl”-’ we see that (2.3), 
(2.4), and (3.1) with M = 0, are satisfied. Thus (3.3) has a solution 
y E C[O, b] n C2(0, b] by Theorem 3.1. In fact y > 0 on [0, b]. This can be 
proved via the maximum principle [ 111. However, for completeness 
we will prove it directly. If y > 0 on [0, b] is false then y would assume 
a negative minimum on (0, b), say at t,. Thus y’(to) = 0 and y”(&) 
20. However, the differential equation yields p(t,,) y”( to) y(t,,) = 
Mb) y”(to) + &J y’(tdl AkJ =&Jf(to~ .Gd AtoVWo) and so by 
(3.1) with M= 0 we have y(t,) y”(tO) >O, a contradiction. Consequently 
y>O on [0, b) so y is a solution to (3.2). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let f: [0, b] x 9Z --* % be continuous with conditions (2.3), 
(2.4), and (3.1) being satisfied. In addition assume r > kp(b) st (ds/p(s)). 
Then (2.5) has at least one solution in C[O, b] n C’(O, b]. 
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Proof: The idea once again is to apply Theorem 2.1 so let y be a solu- 
tion to (2.6),. If lyl achieves a positive maximum at 0 then IIyll,,< Ial. On 
the other hand if IyI achieves a positive maximum at to E (0, b) then 
II yl10 < M, as in Theorem 3.1. It remains to discuss the case when 1 yl 
achieves a positive maximum at b. There are two cases to consider. 
Case (i). Suppose k<O. 
Then since 1 yl has a positive maximum at b we have 
O>-y(b)y’(b)=lkly2(b)-hy(b)&+kl Iy(b)j-IhI] 
r r 
and consequently, Iy(b)l < lhl/lkl. Thus in all cases, IIYIIO G 
max{W Ial, IWV > and so existence of a solution follows from 
Theorem 2.2. 
Case (ii). Suppose k 2 0. 
Now since I yl achieves a positive maximum at b then either y has a 
positive maximum at b or a negative minimum at b. Suppose to begin with 
that y has a positive maximum at b and y(b)>max(M, Ial} SK,. Then 
there exists a to E [0, b) with y(tO) = K0 and y(t) > K,, for t E (to, b]. Now 
for t>tO, we have (py’)’ = @j(t, y)/$ > 0 and so integration from 
t(t, < t < b) to b yields p(t) y’(t) <p(b) y’(b) =p(b)[h + ky(b)]/r and so 
v’(t) <p(b)Ch +b4b)llM~)r). 
Remark. Note if k = h = 0 then y’(t) < 0, t > t,, which contradicts the 
maximality of y(b). So y(b) < K,, in this case. 
Now integration from to to b yields 
y(b) < K +P(b)Chl +b’(b)l 10 v 
and thus 
c”d” 
Jo P(S) 
y(b) G 
K. + (p(b) VW j8 W/P(S)) ~ K1. 
1 - (p(bW/r) j8 (dsl~(s)) 
Thus if y has a positive maximum at b then y(b) < max{ K,, K, } E K2. 
On the other hand suppose y has a negative minimum at b with 
y(b) < -Ko, then there exists a to E [0, b) with y(t,) = -K, and 
y(t) -K -K, for t E (t,, b]. Now for t > to, we have (py’)’ < 0 and so 
integration from l(t, < t < b) to b yields y’(t) >p(b)[h + ky(b)]/(p(t)r). 
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Remark. Note that if k = h = 0 then y’(t) > 0, t > to, which contradicts 
the minimality of y(b). So -y(b) d K, in this case. 
Thus -y’tt)<Ab)Clhl +k l.d~)lll(p(t)r) and so 
p(b) VI Iv(b)1 = -y(b)6Ko+- 
r 
Thus if y has a negative minimum at b then y(b) <K,. Consequently in all 
cases Ilyll,dmax{M I4 K,} and existence of a solution to (2.5) follows 
immediately from Theorem 2.2. 1 
EXAMPLES. (i) Consider the boundary value problem 
y” +; y’ = ctPy4, O<t<b 
(3.4) 
y(0) = a > 0, y’(b) = 0 
with O<j<l, c>O, p> -2, and q>l. Then (3.4) has a solution 
y E C[O, b] n C’(O, b] with y > 0 on [0, 6). 
To see this look at 
; (t’y’)’ = ctpy Iyl4-‘, O<t<b 
(3.5) 
y(0) = a > 0, y’(b) = 0. 
Now (3.5) has a solution YE C[O, b] n C’(O, b] by Theorem 3.2. We now 
claim that y > 0 on [0, b]. Again the maximum principle [ 1 l] could be 
used here. However, we will take the direct approach. To see that the claim 
is true we will first show that I yl cannot have a positive local (or global) 
maximum at b. For if /y(b)] > 0 is a local (or global) maximum of Iy(r)l 
then 
y(b) 
y”(b) y(b) = Mb) y”(b) +p’(b) y’(b)1 p(b)= 
y(b) ftb, y(b)) > o 
J/(b) 
and thus y(t) y”(t) + [y’(t)]’ > 0 for t < b but near b. Thus y(t) y’(t) < 
y(b) y’(b) = 0 for t < b but near b, so y*(t) is decreasing near b, which con- 
tradicts the maximality of 1 yl. Consequently  cannot have a positive local 
(or global) maximum at b or a negative local (or global) minimum at 6. 
Hence if y 2 0 on [0, b), then y must assume a negative minimum on 
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(0, b) say at t,. Thus y’(tO) = 0 and y”(tJ > 0 but as before the differential 
equation yields p(t,-,) y(tO) y”( to) > 0, a contradiction. Thus y 2 0 on [0, b] 
so y is a solution to (3.4). 
(ii) A similar analysis will show that 
y” +; y’ = ctPy”, O<t<b 
(3.6) 
y(0) = a > 0, ry’(b) - ky(b) = 0; r>Oandk<O 
with O<j<l, c>O, p> -2, and q>l, has a solution yeC[O,b]n 
C*(O, b] with y>O on [0, b). 
(iii) As a last example consider 
y” +; yt = ct”y”, O<t<b 
kb 
(3.7) 
y(0) = a > 0, ry’(b) - ky(b) = 0; r>O, k>Oandr>- 1 -j 
with O<j< 1, c>O, p> -2, and q> 1. Then (3.7) has a solution 
y E C[O, b] n C*(O, b] with y 2 0 on [0, b). 
To see this consider 
~(dy’)‘=ctPy Iy14-‘, O<t<b 
y(0) = a > 0, ry’(b) - ky(b) = 0. 
(3.8) 
Theorem 3.2 implies (3.8) has a solution y. Also as above y cannot have 
a positive local (or global) maximum on (0, b) or y cannot have a negative 
local (or global) minimum on (0, b). We next claim that y(b) > 0. Suppose 
not, then there exists an interval (to, b) with y(to) =0 and y(t) ~0 on 
(to, b]. Consequently (tjy’)’ < 0 on (to, b) so integration from t(t,, c t < b) 
to b yields -y’(t) G (k/r) b’[ -y(b)] t-j. Finally integration from t, to b 
yields C--y(b)1 <kC-y(b)lbl(r(l -j)),k C-y(b)l{l -kb/(r(l -j))} GO, 
a contradiction since y(b) ~0. Consequently y(b) 20 and thus y 20 on 
[0, b) for if not y would have a negative minimum on (0, b) which is not 
possible. Thus y > 0 on [0, b] and so y is a solution to (3.7). 
Finally we consider problems of the form (2.7) with h = 0. 
469/168/2-17 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let f: [0, b] x % + ‘8 be continuous with conditions (2.3), 
(2.9), (2.10), and (3.1) being satisfied. In addition assume 
there are continuous functions 4: [0, b] + [0, co), g: 
S--f [0, co) such that jf(t, u)l 24(t) g(lul) for all 
tE[O,b] anduE’% (3.9) 
g(u) is increasing for u > 0 and p(t) is nondecreasing for 
tE(O, b) (3.10) 
there exists a constant C > 0 such that g(cru) > Cg(a) g(u) 
for all u > 0 and M > 0. (3.11) 
Then (2.7) with h = 0 has at least one solution in C[O, b] n C2(0, b]. 
Proof The strategy is to apply Theorem 2.3 so let y be a solution 
to (2.8); Suppose IyI achieves a positive maximum at toe (0, b) with 
I y( to)1 > M. Then y’( to) = 0 and y( to) v”( to) Q 0. However, the differential 
equation yields 
V(to)CP(to) Y”(to) + P’(kl) Y’(b)1 
=~f(fO’ Jdto))p(to) Y(tO)+(l-i.)p(t ) y2(t 
*(to) 
0 0 
)>() 
and so p(t,) y”(to) y(to) > 0, a contradiction. Consequently if 1 yl achieves 
a maximum at t,E[O, b) then I(yllo<max{M, IaI}zK,. It remains to 
discuss the case when 1 y( has a positive maximum at 6. Suppose to 
begin with y has a positive maximum at b and y(b) > Ko. Then there exists 
a to E [0, b) with y( to) = K. and y(t) > K. for t E (to, b]. Let k(x) = 
{p(x) j; (ds/p(s))) v’(x) - Y( ) x so k(b)=O. Now for xE(to, b), k’(x)= 
j: (dslp(s)) [p’(x) Y’(X) + p(x) f’(x)1 = p(x) s; (dslp(s)) C~ff(x, Y(X))/ 
$(x) + (1 -A) y(x)] > 0. Consequently k(x) < k(b), i.e., {p(x) j: (ds/p(s))} 
y’(x) - y(x) 6 0 for x E [to, b]. Also let h(x) = y(x){p(x) JG (ds/p(s))} -’ 
and so 
h,(x) = Up(x) j;; (ds/p(s))) Y’(X) -Y(x)I -p’(x) Ax) J; (ds/p(s)) 
p’(x)(!;, (ds/p(s))12 
Consequently h’(x) GO for XE (to, b) and so h(x) 2 h(b) for XE [to, b]. 
Thus for XE [to, b], 
y(x) > ~(b)Cp(x) s;, (dslp(s))l , 
p(b) f: (ds/p(s)) 
(3.12) 
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Now for to (to, b), (3.9), (3.10), (3.11), and (3.12) imply 
(PY’)’ = 
;Ip(t)f(c Y) 
$(t) 
+ (1 -A) P(l) Y(f) 
~ AP(f) 4(t) g(Y) 
*(?I 
+ (1 - 1) P(f) y(t) 
~ J-P(I) 4(t) g 
( 
Y(b) P(l) Jr, W/PO)) 
Ii/(t) P(b) j8 (dslP(S)) ) 
+ (1 - A) p’(t) Y(b) j:, (dslP(S)) 
P(b) J: (dslP(S)) 
> CAP(t) 4(t) g P(l) j:, (dslP(S)) 
’ Ii/(t) ( P(b) J8 W/P(S)) ) 
g(Y(b)) 
+ (1 -A) PV) Y(b) Jr, (dslP(S)) 
P(b) 1: (&P(S)) . 
Integrate from t(t > to) to b to obtain 
y(b) 
y’(f)Qp(t) J; (h/p(s)) - 
C&Mb)) 
P(f) 
x 
s 
b P(X) 4x) g 
f Id/(x) ( 
p(x) ji (dslP(S)) dx 
p(b) j8 (dslph)) ) 
t 1 - 1) y(b) 
-pWp(b) j8 (dslpts)) r 
I” {p’(x) (;-&I dx. 
Now integration from t, to b yields 
’ g ( 
p(x) 1; (dslpts)) 
p(b) St (dslph)) ) 
dx dt 
(1-A) Y(b) 
+P@) s: (dslp(s)) to p(t) t 
161Sb~p2(x)~~~}dXdlGKo. (3.13) 
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To begin with let A. E (0, l/2] be fixed. Then (3.13) implies 
and consequently 
(3.14) 
Remark. It is easy to compute K,. Let f(z) = J; (ds/p(s)) + 
(1/Wb))) jf (l/~(t)) jf b2(x) j; W&))j dx dt so f(O) = (M&7(b))) 
1: (l/p(t)) jf {p’(x) j; (ds/p(s))} dx dt andf(b) = ji (&/p(s)). In addition 
f’(z) = l/~(z) - (WP(~)))(Q~Z)) j$ {P’(X) j; (W(s))} dx and f”(z) = 
-p’(z)/p2(z)+(p’(z)/(2p(b)p2(z))) j: (P’(X) jSW4)~ dx+Az) j; (4As))I 
(2p(b)). Notice f has a local minimum at Jt {p’(x) jS (&/p(s))} dx = 2p(b) 
provided such a z can be found. Thus an upper bound for K, can easily be 
found. 
Now we will consider the case when 1 E [l/2, 1) is fixed. Then (3.13) 
implies 
and consequently 
y(b) < max(K,, gp1(K2)} = K3, (3.15) 
where 
Remark. K, can again be computed. 
Thus if Jyl has a positive maximum at b then (3.14) and (3.15) imply 
y(b) < max[K,, K,, K3] E K4, here K4 is independent of 1. 
On the other hand suppose y has a negative minimum at b and 
y(b)~-Ko.Thenthereexistsato~[O,b)withy(to)=-KKoandy(t)~-Ko 
for t>t,. For x E (to, bh k’(x) = P(X) ji (W(~))CYzf(x, Y(x)VW) + 
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(1 - 1) y(x)] < 0 and so {p(x) 1; (&/p(s))} y’(x) - y(x) 2 0. Also h’(x) > 0 
for x E t,, b) and so 
[-y(x)] z c -Y@)lCP(X) SiJ (dslP(S))l 
P(b) 1; (W(s)) . 
(3.16) 
Thus for t E (t,, 6), 
> CAP(t) 4(f) g P(f) jb W/P(S)) 
’ ICl(t) ( p(b) j; (ds/p(s)) ) g( -y(b)) 
+ Cl- 1) P2(N-A~)l J:, WAS)) 
P(b) ftl W/P(S)) . 
Similar analysis to the above yields 
x bP(X) 4(x) g 
I 
P(X) iii @/P(S)) 
1 WI P(b) s: (VP(S)) dx dz 
+u -n)C-.Y(b)l b 1 
j -,“jp2(~~j~-$}d~dWY, 
p(b) Ji (&p(s)) to p(t) 1 
and essentially the same reasoning shows that if y has a negative minimum 
at b then -y(b)< K4. 
Consequently in all cases I( yll,, < K4 and the existence of a solution to (2.7) 
follows from Theorem 2.3. m 
Remark. In Theorem 3.3 condition (3.11) could be relaxed to 
there exist constants C, > 0, C, such that g(Hu)a 
C, g(a) g(u) + C, for all u > 0 and a > 0. (3.17) 
EXAMPLE. Consider the boundary value problem 
y” +$ y’ = AtPyq, O<t<b 
b 
y(O)=a>O, -y’(b) - y(b) = 0 
l-j 
(3.18) 
with O<j< 1, A>O, p+j> -1, and q> 1. Then (3.18) has a solution 
ye C[O, b] n C’(O, b] with ~20 on [0, b]. 
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To see this we consider 
fl;(t’y’)‘=My IyIy-‘, O<t<b 
y(0) = a > 0, 
b 
-y’(b)-y(b)=O. 
l-j 
(3.19) 
Now withp(t)=t/ $(t)=tr”,f(t, y)=Ay 1y1411, r#(t)=A, g(u)=lul”, and 
M= 0, Theorem 3.3 implies (3.19) has a solution YE C[O, b] n C’(O, b]. 
We first claim that y(b) >O. Suppose not, then there exists an interval 
(to, 6) with y(to) = 0 and y(t) <O for t E (to, b]. As before (3.16) holds for 
x E (t,, , b), i.e., 
c -Y(X)1 k C-db)lCAx) j;, (W~(s))l p(b) j8 (W(s)) ’ 
Now for t E (to, b), 
+y’)’ -AN -A4 Y)l >Ap(t) 
$(t) t40 
and integration from t(t, < t < b) to b yields 
-y’(t) 2 [ -y(b)1 
At) 1: (WP(S)) 
Integrate from t, to b to obtain 
a contradiction. Consequently y(b) 2 0. In fact y 2 0 on (0,b) for if not y 
would have a negative minimum on (0,b) which is not possible. Thus y 2 0 
on [0, b] and so y is a solution to (3.18). 
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